
PRINCIPALITIES
CREATED BEINGS THAT ARE PRINCES / RULERS /ARCH ANGELS

The word Principalities  is referenced once in the book of Jeremiah chapter 13: 18.
Principalities are referenced  six times in the New Testament and are referred to as powerful
angels and demons.
Principalities /Princes heavily influence headship of nations and rule over lower demonic rulers
and are not restricted in airways. PRINCES  can rage war against individual as well to hinder
they progress.

A few are  mentioned by name in the new testament :
● BAALZEBUB, BAAL, Lord of the flies,  Prince of the demons, { Mark 3:22 and other

writers in New Testament ]
● SATAN : whose name was changed from LUCIFER SON OF THE MORNING spoken

of by { Isaiah 14:12 - 14 } the prophet due to his deceitful ways in THE KINGDOM
OF HEAVEN  to overthrown the PRINCE MICHAEL rulership over Israel. SATAN
being a prince tempted King David heart [ influenced him to number the people in
the kingdom against God and not listening to his prophet GAD . { 1 Chronicles 21:
1 - 30 ]

● MICHAEL { Daniel  chapter 10: 13 ….was seeking salvation from the KINGS of Persia
rule , but the PRINCE/PRINCIPALITY  OF PERSIA  resisted and raged  attack against
DANIEL labor  to frustrate him by  influencing the heart of the king of persia to keep them
in captivity { JUDE 1: 9 }.

● GABRIEL  mentioned helping Daniel understand visions ,announced the
conception of the Son Of God , Enoch wrote much of him

This listing by no means totaled  the Kingdom of Heaven. The amount of angelic
presence is vast , the scribe of God ENOCH was one that was given much revelation
knowledge of God's kingdom and was allowed fellowship and recorded the
conduct , disobedience  and assignments  by permission of God . ref:  The Book
of Enoch. Angels confirmed the WORD OF ALMIGHTY
{ REVELATION chapter 1:1} .

Angels have always interacted with mankind and God's creation on earth . Some
angels were given the “ forms of men'' and lived among us. They were angelic in
nature , strength and knowledge they were renowned men.   Angels have traveled
with the SON OF MAN on earth many times as recorded throughout the writing of
the servants of GOD .

The SONS OF GOD were such as were renowned men angelic in nature and would
report to ALMIGHTY upon request . rf: HEBREW chapter 13: 1 - 3 .This letter
written by Paul the apostle who was given much revelation by the Spirit of God



concerning HEAVEN , HELL, ANGELS, MINISTRY etc. was  assisted much by
GOD’s  angels.
The APOSTLE revealed that there were angels that  lived among us that were in
BONDS WITH US [ servants ] and that these ANGELS being in body [ suffered
adversity  as we do in their bodies  so Paul encouraged us  to be aware of
strangers asking for aid .
So the SONS OF GOD that slept with women defiled themselves mixing their holy
nature with mankind kind nature . Bringing forth a form of being that had two
natures: the body and lust of mankind and the angelic nature and wisdom and
strength of angels . ref: THE BOOK OF ENOCH. Stated these also released the
knowledge of Heaven to the mortal wives and their offspring. Because the
offspring/seed had angelic nature and mortal nature their SPIRIT WAS UNCLEAN . {
being  neither human nor angel }  When these offspring  were destroyed through the
flood , many were , the rest were killed through the war of GOD against them with the
children /seed /offspring of Eve and Adam bruising head, bruising, heel always at war .

ABRAHAM
Entertain three angels that were men. They ate food { bread, calf , milk } prepared by
Moses' servants and spoke the intent of God concerning the land of SODOM  and
GOMORRAH.  Before they left they  spoke BLESSING  to Sarah about her womb.
These were 3 men that ate and spoke with Abraham [ we are in bonds with them
and they suffer as we do being in servitude.] Abraham  was hospitable  to them,
washing their feet and letting them rest.

Personal note:
I remember a testimony of a servant that was approached by seemingly a homeless man
with an open wound . He  began talking about a wound he had that would not heal had it
for some time . The servant gave him some change and asked if HE could pray for him .
He took oil and smeared some over the opened wound . It immediately closed and the
stranger thanked HIM for kindness and blessed him in words. HE  said his appearance
was odd. I think it was an angel prophetess.

True testimony .

Angelic being was not a strange thing on earth then. Many of the sons of  Abraham saw and
knew them. Jacob seeking counsel of God saw the vision of Angels ascending and descending
on Earth …. He called it “God Doorway.”
The witch in 1 SAMUEL 28: 13  saw gods  ascending out the earth { not gods but SAINTS some
even may have been angels  }
Peter in jail was released by angels .
The women followers of Jesus saw 2 men in the sculpture of Jesus on and on.

We have been made a little lower than them in nature and purpose; many have left their
innocence of the kingdom to follow Satan and some to have what mankind have . Some angels



have been caged in the belly of the earth  other on other worlds for their crimes . SOME
REMAIN FAITHFUL TO GOD .  Some will have judgment at the end of time as the demons on
earth . When God will rid the heavens and earth of ALL DISOBEDIENTS ONES ANGELIC ,
BEAST, MANKIND.


